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About This Game
A tough-as-nails cave-flyer for players who want a solid challenge. Stay on your toes or this galaxy will devour you.
Retrobooster is an exceptionally difficult 2.5D shooter, focused on skill-based flying and enemy blasting. Pilot your nimble
thrust ship through bizarre worlds littered with vicious enemies. Each new level takes you farther from home and, ultimately,
into the deadliest reaches of the galaxy. Retrobooster also has speed-flying challenges, puzzles, juicy monsters, a warped sense
of humor, and a healthy dose of bullet hell action. Survive to the end if you can, and use your new flying skills to replay for high
scores.

Features
Master classic thrust ship controls, plus reverse thrust
Enjoy detailed physics (with plenty of death by crushing)
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Navigate 30+ increasingly diabolical levels
Unlocked levels can be replayed any time
Unleash 10 fierce weapons on a galaxy of enemies
Challenge yourself with 4 difficulty levels
Customizable controls, because Retrobooster is all about daring flying and unbridled shooting
Keyboard
Mouse and keyboard
Game controller (Some popular controllers are recognized automatically)
Split-screen multiplayer for up to 4 players (no online multiplayer)
Cooperative and deathmatch multiplayer modes
Electronic soundtrack by Subatomicglue frontman, Kevin Meinert
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Title: Retrobooster
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Really Slick
Publisher:
Really Slick
Release Date: 11 Jul, 2014
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. It is what it is for the price, basicall you build VERY basic bases and defenses, worth the price YES, but highly repetetive i
think they could have done a lot more with this and hope they keep going but its a fun break away from other genres and i would
recommend IF they keep the same low price.. f*ck these controls. More boobs. How fun.. I was so genuinely surprised by how
much fun the first two games in this series were. I picked them up in a bundle with other games and didn't expect anything of
them but found them fun.
Hero of the Kingdom 3 is more of the same, which is good. I liked all the skills and being able to level them up, and I liked how
resources refresh this time around. (Although there was also a certain satisfaction of being able to clear map pages.)
It is a bit grindy. The plot seemed largely disconnected from the Hero we played. But the game was still as charming as the
previous two. It's different from any other I've played, it was an enjoyable 7 hours of playing and well worth the money,
especially at its price point.
I'm now really looking forward to the 4th game!
. Nice and relaxing game highly recommend it. This game is broken.
Constant slowdowns to 10 FPS, for no apparent reason.
Controls are bad. Sending a follower in a straight line when I'm clearly aiming at an enemy that is straight from me should make
the follower have some kind of pathfinding at the very least, but NO! it doesn't exist! Also, if you're too close to the target the
followers simply don't care and retreat all the time.
Audio is kind of messed up too, it constantly skips VFX sounds or voice lines.
I know it doesn't look like a lot, and I'm a person that finds people's complaints about broken games ridiculous, as I usually can
fix those problems by simply going to the ini file or changing settings, but this is not one of those games.
I can't recommend this game. Unplayable.
. I picked this up on sale and really enjoyed it. Like playing with legos, but with programmable parts to complete a task on most
levels. I'd never played anything like this, and had a little bit of trouble understanding some of the early construction puzzles and
how the pieces could work together, but once I understood what was happening I was able to build interestingly functional
devices. There's a lot of freedom in what you can build. I don't know if the later puzzles were easier, but it seemed like it all
started making sense to me around half-way through. so I guess that's to say: don't get frustrated too much early on because it
might all "click" if something's not making sense.
Steam says I got 12.9 hours in my playthrough. I'm a casual gamer, did not use any guides or walkthroughs, and was completely
unfamiliar with this type of game - so if you're like me that might be what you can expect from the 30 main levels of the game.
I have not tried the sandbox or the challenge levels though. I looked at one of the challenge levels and it looked very tough.
Overall, I thought the game was both creatively engaging and fun.. Got this for my clan while it was on sale, and it has been fun
for us. It is like Battlefield 2 in a lot of ways, but has remote control drones, air strikes, EMP devices, and deployable stationary
weapons to mix things up a bit. Minimally destructible terrain is included, but not a big aspect of the game. Graphics and sound
are good. Game type "Frontlines" keeps the action focused at specific points so you don't feel lonely taking deserted points.
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Better than BF2.. Great game. Very funny life/money/study/work manager. Strong buy reco.
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10/10 ign kinda fast to finish it tho took me under 3 hours to do so... pretty much like the other games get this game if you like
silly games else no. Had a lot of fun with this game.
Casual, simple, and engaging.
I personally dig the graphic style and the almost dynasty warriors type game play. I did not expect to sink this much time into
this. Handful of bugs here and again, but constant updates and patches and great dev support, at least in my experience. I would
love to see this concept expanded to a larger scale (map, unit, structure, world map) and with a little more intricate leveling and
managing systems. Great game.
Recommend for casual. This is a stupid game.
It's really dumb. The units are just absurd. Nothing makes much sense. My archers fire snakes. Live snakes. What is this!
Also it's hilarious. It's been a long time since I actually had a game make me laugh at the absolute absurdity of it - and TABS
succeeded in this over and over and over.. This game is one big bag of WTF, but not the good kind.. Full screen mode stuck at
black screen, no way to change it, after unistall, refresh HDD files, no config.ini, steam launch options wont help, stuck at black
screen, unplayable.
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